We analyze a separation procedure for Mixed-Integer Programs related to the work of Gomory and Johnson on interpolated subadditive functions. This approach has its roots in the Gomory-Johnson characterization on the master cyclic group polyhedron. To our knowledge, the practical benefit that can be obtained by embedding interpolated subadditive cuts in a cutting plane algorithm was not investigated computationally by previous authors. In this paper we compute, for the first time, the lower bound value obtained when adding (implicitly) all the interpolated subadditive cuts that can be derived from the individual rows of an optimal LP tableau, thus approximating the optimization over the Gomory's corner polyhedron. The computed bound is compared with that obtained when only Gomory mixed-integer cuts are used, on a very large test-bed of MIP instances.
Introduction
In this paper we study the Integer Linear Program (ILP)
where A is a rational m × n matrix, b is a rational m-dimensional vector, and c ∈ R n is a cost vector, and we address the two associated polyhedra:
P I := conv{x ∈ Z n + : Ax = b} = conv(P ∩ Z n ) .
The mixed-integer case where some variables are not restricted to be integer, will be addressed in Section 3.
We propose an exact separation procedure for the class of so-called interpolated (or template) subadditive cuts, based on the characterization of Gomory and Johnson [12, 13, 14] of the master cyclic group polyhedron defined as
where k ≥ 2 (group order) and r ∈ {1, · · · , k − 1} are given integers. The space R k−1 of the t variables is called the T -space in [15] . It is known that the mapping the original x-variable space into the T -space allows one to use polyhedral information on T (k, r) to derive valid inequalities for P I . To our knowledge, however, the practical benefit that can be obtained by embedding the whole family of cyclic-group cuts in a cutting plane algorithm was not investigated computationally by previous authors. As a matter of fact, a number of recent papers [15, 16, 6, 7, 8, 3] deals only implicitly with cyclic-group separation, as they address the so-called Gomory's shooting experiment. Roughly speaking, in this experiment the point t * ∈ R k−1 to be separated is generated at random (hence corresponding to a random "shooting direction" in the T -space), and statistics on the frequency of the most-violated facets of T (k, r) are collected. A very recent paper presenting some computational results is the one by Koppe, Louveaux, Weismantel and Wolsey [20] , where a compact formulation of the cyclic-group separation problem is embedded into the original ILP model-this however produces a huge extended formulation with limited practical applications. Also related to our work are the papers by Cornuejols, Li and Vandenbussche [5] , where a subfamily of cyclic-group cuts (called k-cuts) is investigated both theoretically and computationally, and by Letchford and Lodi [19] , where a different subfamily is addressed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the theory of Gomory and Johnson [12, 13, 14] on interpolated subadditive functions (called template functions in [7] ) and their role in generating valid inequalities for P I . We also introduce an exact separation procedure for interpolated subadditive cuts based on an LP model taken from the Gomory-Johnson characterization of the master cyclic group polyhedron. This separation procedure allows us to exploit effectively the whole family of interpolated subadditive cuts to improve the LP relaxation quality. In Section 3 we consider the mixed-integer case, where model (1) becomes a MIP involving continuous variables, whereas in Section 4 we address some implementation issues related to the presence of bounded variables. In Section 5, the quality of the generated cuts is analyzed computationally. In particular we compute, for the first time, the lower bound value obtained when adding (implicitly) all the interpolated subadditive cuts that can be derived from the individ-ual rows of an optimal LP tableau. This leads to an approximation 1 of the optimization over of the Gomory's corner polyhedron [14] , thus giving a partial answer to the question posed in [16] (and also addressed in [20] ) on the quality of this relaxation. The bound we compute is compared with that obtained when only Gomory mixed-integer cuts are used, on a very large test-bed of MIP instances [21] library. The outcome is that Gomory mixed-integer cuts play a very special role among subadditive cuts, in that they typically produce, alone, a lower bound increase which is comparable to that obtained when the whole family of cuts is considered. This result confirms the theoretical findings of Dash and Gunluk [7] , who showed that interpolated subadditive cuts are dominated by Gomory mixed-integer cuts in a probabilistic sense, as well as the computational experience of Cornuejols, Li and Vandenbussche [5] on the subfamily of k-cuts. Some interesting directions of work are finally addressed in Section 6.
An earlier version of the present paper was presented at the IPCO XI meeting held in Berlin, June 2005.
Cuts from Subadditive Functions
The fractional part φ(a) of a real value a is defined as φ(a) := a − a , where a denotes the largest integer not greater than a. Given a positive integer k and two real values a, b ∈ R, we write a ≡ b (mod k) if a − b is an integer multiple of k. In this paper we are interested in deriving valid inequalities for P I that are not implied by the system Ax = b, x ≥ 0. To this end, given any equation
valid for P I , where (α, β) ∈ Q n+1 and φ(β) > 0, we consider the group polyhedron G(α, β) := conv{x ∈ Z n + :
α j x j ≡ β (mod 1)} ⊇ P I .
For example, the equation α T x = β can be obtained by setting (α, β) T := u T (A, b) for any u ∈ Q m such that φ(u T b) > 0. This is the case, e.g., when the equation is read from the tableau associated with a fractional optimal solution of the LP relaxation of (1).
In particular, we address the following separation problem:
Definition (g-SEP) Given any point x * ≥ 0 and the equation α T x = β with rational coefficients and such that φ(β) > 0, find (if any) a valid inequality for G(α, β) that is violated by x * .
Notice that, as far as G(α, β) is concerned, one can replace each entry in (α, β) by its fractional part, hence one can assume without loss of generality 0 ≤ α j < 1 for all j, and 0 < β < 1.
A function g : R → R is called subadditive if g(a + b) ≤ g(a) + g(b) for any a, b ∈ R. We call a subadditive function g(·) periodic in [0, 1) if g(a + 1) = g(a) for all a ∈ R. As in this paper we are only interested in subadditive functions g(·) that are periodic in [0, 1) and such that g(0) = 0, in the sequel we will name this kind of functions just subadditive.
Given a valid equation α T x = β for P I , it is easy to show that the inequality
is valid for G(α, β) (and hence for P I ) whenever g(·) is subadditive. For example, taking g(·) = φ(·) one obtains the well-know Gomory fractional
whereas taking the subadditive GMI function γ β (·) defined as
one obtains the stronger Gomory Mixed-Integer (GMI) cut [11] 
see Figure 1 for an illustration. A basic result, due to Gomory and Johnson [13, 14] , is that all the nontrivial facets 2 of G(α, β) are defined by inequalities of this type. 3 As a consequence, our separation problem (g-SEP ) can be rephrased as the problem of defining a suitable subadditive function g(·) that produces a cut violated by the given point x * , i.e., such that n j=1 g(α j )x * j < g(β). Now let k ≥ 2 be the smallest integer such that k(α, β) is integer, whose existence follows from the assumption that (α, β) is rational. This value of k will be called ideal with respect to equation (5) . Of course, the subadditivity (plus periodicity) of g(·) implies that the same property holds over the discrete set {0, 1/k, 2/k, · · · , (k − 1)/k}. In other words, a necessary condition for subadditivity is that the "sampled" values g i := g(i/k), i = 0, · · · , k − 1 satisfy the following set of linear constraints, called g-system in the sequel:
where bounds (12) will play a normalization role in the sequel. Any solution (g 0 , · · · , g k−1 ) of the g-system above can be completed so as to define a subadditive function g : R → R through a simple interpolation procedure due to Gomory and Johnson [13] . This procedure simply takes a linear interpolation of the values g 0 , · · · , g k−1 over [0, 1), and then extends the resulting piecewise-linear function to R, in the obvious periodic way. More formally, for any a ∈ R the interpolated value g(a) is defined as g(a) = (1 − θ)g i + θg i+1 , where θ ∈ [0, 1) and i ∈ {0, · · · , k − 1} are such that φ(a) = (1 − θ) i/k + θ (i + 1)/k, and g k := g 0 because of periodicity.
A key observation at this point is that, being k ideal, the actual value of g(·) outside the sample points i/k is immaterial, since g(·) only needs to be evaluated on these sample points when computing the coefficients in (7) . Therefore, the interpolation procedure does not actually restrict the space of the possible subadditive functions-as it would be the case for a different choice of k. As a consequence, we can exactly rephrase g-SEP as the following LP:
where r := k φ(β), t * i := j {x * j : φ(α j ) = i/k} for i ∈ {1, · · · , k − 1} \ {r}, and t * r := j {x * j : φ(α j ) = r/k} − 1 so as to take into account the role of the right hand side g(β) = g r in (7) . With these definitions, the objective function
is precisely the opposite of the violation of a cut of the form (7), hence a violated such cut exists if and only if the optimal value of g − SEP k is strictly negative.
Unfortunately, the ideal k is very often too large to be used in practice, so one has to choose a smaller value in order to produce a manageable g-system. In this case, the interpolation procedure does restrict (often considerably) the range of subadditive functions that can be captured by g −SEP k . Moreover, for a non-ideal k the definition of the weights t * i becomes slightly more involved, due to the need of taking interpolation into account. More specifically, for any integer k ≥ 2 (not necessarily ideal) the weights t * i in (13) are defined through the algorithm outlined in Figure 3 , that works as follows. At step 1, we define two fictitious values α 0 and x * 0 so as to re-write the (opposite of the) cut violation n j=1 g(α j )x * j − g(β) in the more convenient form n j=0 g(α j )x * j . At step 2, all weights t * i are initially set to zero. At step 3, for each j = 0, · · · , n we locate the interval [i/k, (i + 1)/k) that contains φ(α j ), where i + 1 is replaced by 0 in case i + 1 = k so as to take periodicity into account. At step 4 we define a "displacement" parameter θ ∈ [0, 1) giving the exact position of φ(α j ) within this interval; by definition, we have θ = 0 if φ(α j ) = i/k, whereas θ approaches its limit 1 as φ(α j ) approaches (i + 1)/k. We then split, at step 5, the contribution g(α j ) x * j between t * i and t * i+1 , in a way proportional to θ. Note that the procedure also works in case of ideal k, where we always have θ = 0 at step 4.
We finally observe that, for the interpolated function g(·), we sometimes have g(a) > g(β) as, e.g., in the case illustrated in Figure 4 . In this figure we compare a GMI function and the corresponding interpolated version for k = 3 (top), and scale them so as to get the same right-hand-side value (bottom) so as to make clear the fact that the interpolated function produces a dominated inequality. Therefore, an interpolated subadditive cut 1. define the fictitious values α 0 := β and x * 0 := −1;
update t * i := t * i + (1 − θ)x * j and t * h := t * h + θx * j 6. enddo Figure 3 : Defining the weights t * i in g − SEP k for any given k and x * n j=1 g(α j )x j ≥ g(β) can easily be improved to its clipped form:
whose validity follows trivially from the integrality of x.
Dealing with Continuous Variables
We next address the case where some variables x j with j ∈ C (say) are not restricted to be integer valued. In this case, Gomory and Johnson [13, 14] showed that, for any subadditive function g(·), it is enough to modify cut
where I := {1, · · · , n} \ C is the index set of the integer-valued variables,
is the slope of g(·) in 0 + , and
is the slope of g(·) in 0 − (or, equivalently, in 1 − ). Notice that, by definition, slope + > 0 and slope − < 0, hence all coefficients in (15) are nonnegative. The above result has an intuitive explanation based on the following simple scaling argument. Let j ∈ C be the index of any continuous variable. We introduce a scaled copyx j = M x j of x j , where M > 0 is a suitable scaling factor, and impose thatx j can only assume integer values. This is of course correct only if M is chosen so as not to cut any feasible point of the
Normalized Interpolated Normalized GMI Figure 4 : GMI and interpolated GMI functions original MIP set, which is always possible due the rational data assumption. Notice that M can be assumed to be arbitrarily large, since multiplying a valid M by a positive integer yields another valid M . Now, replacing x j byx j /M changes the j-th coefficient in equation α T x = β from α j tõ α j := α j /M , while increasing the j-th component of x * from x * j tox * j := M x * j . Beingx j constrained to be integer, we can compute its coefficient in (7) as g(α j ) = g(α j /M ). If α j > 0, for M → +∞ we have that α j /M tends to 0 + , hence for sufficiently large M we have g(α j ) = g(α j /M ) = slope + α j /M . Analogously, if α j < 0 we have α j /M → 0 − when M → +∞, hence for sufficiently large M we have g(α j ) = g(α j /M ) = slope − α j /M . This shows that the coefficient of the scaled variablex j in the subadditive cut is slope * α j /M , where slope * = slope − or slope − depending on the sign of α j . The back substitution x j =x j /M then yields the coefficient slope * α j for the original (continuous) variable x j , as in (15) .
As a consequence of the above scaling argument, we can deal with continuous variables without any modification of our separation procedure, that can used as a black box. To this end, it is enough to implement a pre-processing scaling phase for the continuous variables, and then a postprocessing phase where the separated cut returned by the black box is expressed in terms of the original (non-scaled) variables. In case of interpolated subadditive functions, a suitable scaling factor for each continuous variable
Alternatively, one can modify slightly the separation procedure of Figure 3 so as to take into account continuous variables in an explicit way. To this end, we observe that for interpolated subadditive functions with interpolation values g i := g(i/k) for i = 0, · · · , k − 1 and g 0 = 0, one has slope + = g 1 /(1/k) and slope − = −g k−1 /(1/k). Hence, in the definition of the weights t * i used in the separation problem (13) the value x * j of a continuous variable x j (j ∈ C) contributes to t * 1 or t * k−1 , depending on the sign of α j . To be more specific, for each j ∈ C, j = 0, one has to skip steps 3-4 in Figure 3 , and update t * 1 := t * 1 + k |α j | x * j in case α j > 0, and
The above considerations show that, in presence of several continuous variables with nonzero α j x * j , values g 1 and g k−1 play a crucial role in the separation, the lower these values the better. Hence GMI cuts qualify as the strongest subadditive cuts when continuous variables are present, since they have the property of being associated with a subadditive function γ β (·) where slope + and slope − are as small as possible; see [14] .
Finally, we observe that the clipping of coefficient g(α j ) to min{g(α j ), g(β)} in (14) is guaranteed to be valid only for integer-constrained variables x j , so it cannot be applied for j ∈ C.
Dealing with bounded variables
It is often the case that the original MIP model involves variable bounds of the form x j ≤ U B j for some variables x j . Commercial LP solvers typically deal with variable upper bounds in an implicit way, hence the tableau rows are not exactly the same as in the textbook theory. (E.g., due to the presence of nonbasic variables at their upper bound, a basic fractional variable is sometimes associated with a tableau row whose right-hand-side value is integer.) We next outline a possible way to handle bounded variables.
Given any equation α T x = β we address the possibility of complementing some bounded variables x j (i.e., replacing x j by U B j − x j ) before actually invoking the separator. Of course, an optimal choice of the variables to be complemented can improve the chances of finding a violated cut, but this choice does not appear easy.
To illustrate this point, let us consider a pure 0-1 problem where all variables are bounded by 1, and let n j=1 α j x j = β by any "knaspack" equation valid for P I . Without loss of generality one can assume 0 ≤ α j ≤ β ≤ 1 for all j. A set Q ⊆ {1, · · · , n} with j∈Q α j > β is called a cover.
Given any minimal (with respect to set inclusion) cover Q, we complement the corresponding variables by replacing x j by 1 − x j , and obtain
where θ < 1 and α j > 0 for all j ∈ Q because of the minimality of the cover. Now take the subadditive function g(a) := φ(a) − φ(a), and observe that (16) we then obtain the cut
and adding together (16) and (17) we finally get the so-called cover inequality
Note that one can have exponentially many different cover inequalities, each associated with a different subset Q of complemented variables. The above example suggests that there is no easy way to determine the best set of variables to be complemented, just as there is no easy way to locate the set Q that produces a most-violated cover inequality when dealing with knapsack constraints. Hence some heuristics have to be applied. A natural choice (also used by other authors) is to complement only the variables that assume the LP status "nonbasic at its upper bound" in the corresponding optimal solution. This guarantees that the equations inserted in our pool have the familiar "textbook form" where all nonbasic variables x j have value x * j = 0 with respect to the basic LP solution x * of the same tableau.
Computational Results
We next report a computational analysis aimed at comparing the quality of Gomory mixed-integer cuts with that of the interpolated sudadditive cuts, when embedded in a pure cutting plane method. We also report a comparison with an important class of (non-interpolated) subadditive cuts, namely, the k-cuts described in [5] .
Our test-bed includes all MIPLIB 3.0 and 2003 instances taken form [21], except those with unknown optimal solution or having some variables with negative lower bound (we also excluded from our test-bed some very large instances, namely, all those having an LP file larger than than 1.7 MB). In addition, we addressed the hard ILP instances available at the Alper Atamtürk's home page [2] , associated with multiple-knapsack problems involving both binary and general-integer (either bounded or unbounded) variables. Finally, our test-bed includes a set of random (both bounded and binary) single-knapsack problems generated as in [5] , namely:
with p i and w i uniformly random integers in [1, 1000] , b i uniformly random integers in [5, 10] and c = 0.5 n i=1 w i b i . Binary knapsack problems were generated in the same way, by setting b i = 1 for all i.
For the problems involving "≤" or "≥" constraints we built an equivalent formulation in standard form, that includes slack variables in an explicit way. The bounds on the variables, instead, were dealt with in an implicit way, as outlined in Section 4.
All LP's were solved through the commercial software ILOG-Cplex 9.0 [17, 18] . Computing times are expressed in CPU seconds and refer to a notebook with a 512MB RAM and a 1.6Mhz AMD Processor.
Our order of business was to approximate the optimization over the Gomory's corner polyhedron associated with the optimal solution of the LP relaxation of our MIP model (without any MIP preprocessing). To this end, after the solution of the first LP relaxation of our model, we stored in an equation pool all the tableau rows α T x = β with fractional right-hand side β, along with the list of the variables that are at their upper bound in the optimal LP solution (these variables were always complemented before invoking our separation procedures, no matter their value in the current point x * to be separated). Neither the pool nor the list of complemented variables was updated during the run, i.e., we deliberately avoided generating subadditive cuts of rank greater than 1 (or, to be more precise, we avoid cuts derived from equations different from those associated with the single rows of the first LP tableau). The same applies to Gomory mixed-integer cuts, that were derived from the equations in the pool and added (at once) to the LP. At each round of separation, at most 200 cuts were generated. Each run was aborted at the root node, i.e., no branching was allowed.
The outcome of our experiments on the MIPLIB istances is shown in Tables 1-4 (mixed-integer problems) and 5-6 (pure-integer problems). In these tables, the first numerical value under the name of the problem gives the optimal value, the second the optimal value of the LP relaxation, and the third the computing time (in CPU seconds) needed to solve the LP relaxation. Atamtürk's instances are instead addressed in Tables 7 and 8 . Column "Type of Cuts" gives the type of cuts generated: Gomory mixed-integer cuts (GMI), k-cuts [5] for all k = 1, 2, · · · , 50 (1:50-cuts), and interpolated subadditive cuts when fixing k = 10, 20, 30, 60. A star indicates an improved bound with respect to GMI. All other columns are self-explanatory. As to knapsack problems (KP), for both the binary and the bounded cases we generated 7 sets of problems, each set consisting of 30 instances with n variables (n = 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000). 4 The corresponding average results are reported in Table 9 .
According to the tables, interpolated subadditive cuts do improve the quality of the LP relaxation, but for MIPLIB instances they seldom beat GMI cuts. This negative result confirms the theoretical findings of Dash and Gunluk [7] , who showed that interpolated subadditive cuts are dominated by Gomory mixed-integer cuts in a probabilistic sense, as well as the computational experience reported by Cornuejols, Li and Vandenbussche [5] for the subfamily of k-cuts. On the other hand, for the hard Atamtürk's multiple-knapsack instances the interpolated cuts allow for a considerable improvement over the GMI bound. As expected, larger values of k produce better bounds, but the separation procedure becomes computationally quite expensive for k > 20.
For the random single-knapsack problems, the results show that a few interpolated subadditive cuts are able to improve the GMI bound considerably. It should be observed however that, for KP instances, the integrality gap is extremely narrow, so even a very small improvement of the lower bound produces a significant difference in the percentage of gap closed. Comparison with 1:50-cuts shows clearly the negative effect of the interpolation-without interpolation, the family of subadditive cuts would contain all k-cuts, hence our procedure would guarantee a bound never worse than the 1:50-cut one. This is confirmed by the additional results reported in Table 10 , where we addressed KP instances generated as explained above, but with p i and w i uniformly random integers in [1, 100] instead of [1, 1000] (this guarantees that the ideal k is not larger than 100, hence it can be handled effectively by our separation procedure; see row "ideal k" in the table). As expected, working with the ideal k produces significantly better results-at least, for our KP instances. A plot of the percentage of closed gap vs. the group-order k is given in Figure 5 for a sample binary KP instance with 50 variables; note that, as expected, the bound growth is not monotone (though for other instances the curve is much more regular, with a saturation starting well before the ideal k). It is unclear at this point whether working with a large k so as to get rid of the interpolation effect, is likely to produce a significant improvement over GMI cuts for a wide class of MIPs. We conjecture that, for problems with a large number of constraints as those in the MIPLIB, the considerable number of GMI cuts read from the optimal tableau is likely to bring the fractional point inside all the group polyhedra associated with the single tableau rows-hence the new fractional point cannot be cut anymore by any subadditive cut (interpolated or not), meaning that the root-node lower bound cannot be improved any further by our approach. If this explanation is true, then the research on improved bounds based on mod-1 considerations should concentrate on finding row combinations different from those in the optimal tableau (a topic investigated in a recent paper by Fischetti and Lodi [9] ), or has to take into account two or more tableau rows at a same time so as to better approximate the corner polyhedron.
Future directions of work
Future work on cyclic-group cuts should investigate the following issues.
Integration within a branch-and-cut method As already mentioned, an explanation of the good performance of GMI cuts in that these cuts are often able to bring the fractional point inside all the group polyhedra associated with the single tableau rows. However, at a later time, the cutting plane (and branching) process is likely to introduce other constraints that may bring the fractional point outside these group polyhedra, thus triggering our separation procedure to produce new violated subadditive cuts to "move back" the fractional point inside the same group polyhedra-thus hopefully improving the lower bound.
Moreover, the large number of subadditive cuts generated and the small improvement obtained in some cases, would suggest a more conservative policy to better exploit subadditive cuts within a branch-and-cut solution scheme. To be more specific, we believe that a better compromise between lower bound quality and computing time could be reached if one uses first a clever set of non-interpolated subadditive functions to derive quickly an initial set of violated inequalities (including GMI and k-cuts), and applies g-SEP separation only afterwards. This goes into the direction suggested by Andreello, Caprara and Fischetti [1] for an effective use of easy-to-compute cuts such as GMI and k-cuts.
Using higher-rank subadditive cuts
In our computational experiments we deliberately avoided exploiting the rows of the optimal tableaux obtained after the addition of new cuts, as we were only interested in the rank-1 corner polyhedron associated with the first tableau. In practice, however, one could derive subadditive cuts from the equations of any tableau, just as one can generate several rounds GMI cuts. Practical experience shows that the quality of GMI cuts tends to deteriorate rapidly as new cuts are added, hence one typically avoids their generation after a while. It would be interesting to investigate whether subadditive cuts are also affected by a similar tailing-off phenomenon, the hope being that choosing a cut in the whole family of sudadditive functions (rather than choosing only the GMI one) can lead to some improvement.
Replacing a single GMI cut by two subadditive cuts
In an early stage of our study, we conjectured the effectiveness of GMI cut be due to the fact that it is the deepest 5 one in the family of subadditive cuts, with respect to the fractional LP solution x * associated with the initial optimal tableau (the one whose rows are stored in our equation pool). Indeed, it is known [4] (and geometrically intuitive) that deep cuts are likely to be the most effective to be used in cutting plane algorithms.
Being the amount of violation for the LP solution x * with respect to any subadditive cut read from the associated tableau a constant, the cut depth actually depends only on the coefficient norm g 2 , the smaller the norm the deeper the cut.
In order to avoid any dependency on the actual value of the coefficients in the tableau rows, we decided to work on the T -space, and computed the deepest cut by solving the quadratic problem min{
(10) − (12)}. Surprisingly, we found that the GMI cut (tough quite deep) is not the deepest one, the latter arising when setting g i = 0 for i = 0, g i = 1 for i = r, and g i = 0.5 otherwise. This produces the cut
saying that any integer t ∈ T (k, r) has to satisfy the disjunction (t r ≥ 1) ( i =r t i ≥ 2). The counterpart of the above cut in the x-space reads j:φ(α j )>0
where is a very small positive value. According to our computational experience, however, cut (20) has a poor practical performance. As a matter of fact, its associated subadditive function does not correspond to an extreme point of the g-system, hence the corresponding cut does not define a facet of T (k, r). This implies that we can obtain two (and possibly more) facet-defining inequalities for T (k, r) whose convex combination gives the deepest cut (20), a situation illustrated in Figure 6 . E.g., for T (10, 5) the two extreme solutions (g 0 , · · · , g 9 ) of the g-model are given in the rows of the following matrix: It is then natural to investigate the possibility of using the above pair of subadditive cuts instead of (or together with) the usual GMI one, in the 5 The depth of a cut g T x ≥ g0 with respect to a pointx is computed as |g Tx − g0|/ g Figure 6: The deepest cut (w.r.t. to the origin) is not a facet of T (k, r), hence it can expressed as the sum of two (or more) such facets hope that they can "cut from different angles" the factional vertex, hence producing an improved performance without the overhead involved in the solution of the cyclic-group separation problem.
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